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In high spirits
The crowd agreed to a short opening ceremony
and enjoyed the opening game

41 teams from 16 countries, this means a new record for European Youth
Ultimate Championships. As the PA didn‘t work EUF Official Chris Dehnhardt stepped in and managed to get the attendance of around 870 participants. The players and coaches were called into the stadium of the ASV
Cologne club in alphabetical order of their countries. Some nations like
France and Great Britain sang their national anthemes which contributed
to the outstanding mood.
Three short speeches followed by
Bernd Steegmann, first chairman of the
Sports Association of the City Cologne,
Chris Dehnhardt from the youth
Ultimate
committee
and
Dario
Lucisano, the spirit chair of EUF and
spirit coordinator of EYUC 2013.
Steegmann compared the concept of
SotG to the human rights declaration.
Dario repeated point 4 of the EUC
participant agreement concerning self
refereeing and responsibility.

Weather Forecast

Menu Card

In the night to Tuesday clouds
will come up, though probably
with no effect on Cologne. Tuesday will be
another summer day with 22° to 27° Celsius.
We can expect 7 hours of sun and slight gusts
of wind from 11 to 24 km/h. It‘s suncream time!

Menu 1: „Piccata Milanese“ – poultry cutlet in a
cheese sleeve on tomato sauce with penne
noodles and courgette (zucchini) and dessert
Menu 2 (vegetarian): Vegetable Burger on
tomato sauce with penne noodles and courgette
(zucchini) and a dessert cup

Schedule

Great Britain defeats Germany
A worthy opening game in U17 Open division in front of
a filled grand stand at the ASV Cologne stadium
Who would have guessed this might get that easy for GB? Germany missed to get a flow and had
too many unforced errors. It seemed the German boys were slightly impressed by the official
setting and maybe the high expecta-tions, too. They had no chance and lost clearly 8:15. Great
Britain convinced.
In a pretty athletic manner, controlled the air space and had
always the tougher defense. Congratulations! Germany
needs to find confidence in itself to reach the final again.
The Opening game set a brilliant standard in terms of spirit.
Few justified calls were resolved quickly and the boys of
both nations gave a good example of what youth Ultimate
should like. Now all other teams are eager to start their first
games!

Tournament Rules Group
During the captain‘s meetings the TRC has been elected. Besides members of the TOC and EUF
Dario Luciasano and the following four contribute: for Junior Open Lee Griffin (IRL), Junior Women
Jo Lewis (GBR), U17 Open Brian Connelly (IRL) and U17 Girls Mina Remesy (FRA)

Tips of the day

Top Games to watch

Beware of pickpockets! Please don‘t leave your
valuables unattended.

U17 Girls: Vice champion Great Britain vs.
France might be close, 1:30 p.m. on pitch 3

Tuesday will be Karaoke night at the ASV Club.
The local womens team „U de Cologne“ will
prepare smoothies as well. Don‘t miss!

U17 Open: Vice Champion Israel vs. no.5 seed
AUTtria should be worthwhile, 3:30 p.m., pitch 8
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Junior Women: host Germany vs. no.3 seed
Great Britain could get hot, 5:30 p.m., pitch 2
Junior Open: Italy vs. AUTtria is seed no.4 vs.
seed no.6, show case game at 6:15 p.m. pitch 6

